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Abstract
Singing voice conversion (SVC) is a task to convert one
singer’s voice to sound like that of another, without chang-
ing the lyrical content. Singing conveys lexical and emotional
information through words and tones. Both are to be trans-
ferred from the source to target. In this paper, we propose
novel solutions to SVC based on Generative Adversarial Net-
works (GANs) with and without parallel training data. With
parallel data, we employ GANs to minimize the differences of
the distributions between the original target parameters and
the generated singing parameters. With non-parallel training
data, we employ CycleGANs to estimate an optimal pseudo
pair between source and target singers. Moreover, the pro-
posed solutions perform well with limited amount of training
data. The experiments show that (1) GANs outperform other
state-of-the-art voice conversion when parallel training data
are available, (2) CycleGANs achieve competitive voice con-
version quality without the need of parallel training data. To
our best knowledge, this paper is the first to study the use gen-
erative adversarial networks for singing voice conversion with
and without parallel data.

1. Introduction
It is not an easy task for one to mimic another’s singing. While
professional singers are trained to control and vary their vocal
timbres, they are bounded by the physical limit of human vo-
cal production system. As illustrated in Figure 1, singing voice
conversion provides an extension to one’s vocal ability to con-
trol the voice beyond the physical limit and express in an ex-
tended variety of ways. Singing voice conversion (SVC) has
many practical applications such as singing synthesis, dub-
bing of sound track, and perfecting one’s singing. We note
that singing voice conversion is challenging because singing
is a form of art and any distortion on the converted singing
voice cannot be tolerated.

Singing voice conversion is a task that is technically re-
lated to singing voice synthesis and speech voice conversion.
Recently, singing voice synthesis [1–5] technology has ad-
vanced tremendously, from unit selection, singing style mod-
eling, to novel vocoding processing, that our research can
benefit from. Singing voice conversion also shares similar
motivation with the conventional speech voice conversion
[6–13] where we transform the person-dependent traits from
source to target and carry over the person-independent con-
tent.

However, SVC differs from speech voice conversion in
many ways. For example, in speech voice conversion, speech
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Figure 1: Singing voice conversion is to convert one’s singing
to that of another. This paper studies the use of generative
adversarial network with and without parallel training data.

prosody, that includes pitch, dynamics, duration of words,
etc., describes speaker individuality. Therefore, it should be
transformed from the source to the target speaker [14–17].
However, in SVC, the manner of singing is primarily deter-
mined by the sheet music itself, therefore, is considered as
person-independent. As a result, only the characteristics
of voice identity, such as the timbre, are considered as the
person-dependent traits to be converted [18–22]. Hence, we
focus on spectrum conversion in this paper.

With parallel training data of two singers, the spec-
tral mapping between source and target is more straightfor-
ward. Successful implementations include GMM-based di-
rect waveform modification [18, 19, 23] technique, concate-
native singing voice conversion [20], GMM-based spectrum
mapping for VOCALOID singing synthesizer [24] and GMM-
based voice conversion with vocal tract area function [21]. In
this paper, we would like to study how we approach this prob-
lem by using GAN, a deep learning technique.

In practice, it is more convenient to train a system with-
out the need of parallel training data [25]. Motivated by this,
we also propose to train a cycle-consistency generative adver-
sarial network for singing voice conversion on non-parallel
data. With CycleGAN, the network can learn a complex rela-
tionship between source and target singing features through
an adversarial process without the need of parallel data. In
this way, we don’t require any external process, such as align-
ment or Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), to produce
high-quality singing even with limited data.

Similar to the prior work [23], this paper mainly focuses
on spectrum conversion as it is not always necessary to trans-
form F0 values of the source singer to those of the target
singer, because both source and target speakers often sing on
key. Moreover, the conversion of aperiodicity usually only has
a small impact on the converted singing voice.

The main contributions of this paper include: 1) we pro-
pose a novel singing voice conversion frameworks that are
based on Generative Adversarial Networks; 2) we achieve high
quality converted singing voice without any external pro-
cess, such as speech recognition; 3) by using CycleGANs, we
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achieve high quality parallel-data-free singing voice that out-
performs the baseline; and 4) we reduce the reliance on large
amount of data for both parallel and nonparallel training sce-
narios. To our best knowledge, this paper reports the first
successful attempt to use generative adversarial networks for
parallel-data free singing voice conversion.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we ex-
plain the generative adversarial networks (GANs). In Section
3, we explain the proposed GAN-based SVC framework with
parallel training data. In Section 4, we present CycleGAN-
based SVC framework with non-parallel data. We report the
experiments in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.

2. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
The traditional generative adversarial network [26] consists
of a generator and a discriminator. In this framework, the
generator learns a mapping function from the distribution of
source to the distribution of target. Generative adversarial
networks have recently been shown to be an effective train-
ing method and have become popular in many fields such as
image generation [27], image synthesis [27], speech enhance-
ment [28], language identification [29], and text-to-speech
synthesis [30].

In speech voice conversion, GANs have been shown to
be effective [31, 32] for the cases with parallel training data
and achieve remarkable performance in terms of voice qual-
ity and speaker similarity. We note that we cannot always as-
sume that parallel training data is available in practice. To
be free from such assumption, some deep learning conver-
sion frameworks such as joint usage of DBLSTM and i-vector
[33], variational auto-encoder [34], DBLSTM based Recurrent
Neural Networks [12, 35, 36] have been proposed. More re-
cently, GAN-based speech voice conversion techniques such
as VAW-GAN [37], and CycleGAN [38] achieve remarkable per-
formance with nonparallel training data.

Just like in speech voice conversion, deep learning has
also became popular in singing voice conversion. Genera-
tive adversarial network approach has been used for singing
voice conversion under the assumption of parallel training
data [39]. With non-parallel data, a VAE-based technique
was proposed, that aims to disentangle singer and vocal in-
formation [40]. Different from the previous studies, we pro-
pose a generative adversarial network, that works for high-
quality singing voice conversion, both with and without par-
allel training data.

3. Singing Voice Conversion with Parallel
Data

The statistical methods such as GMM [18, 19] represent an
early success of singing voice conversion. The furtherance in
deep learning has a positive impact in many fields, with no ex-
ception to singing voice conversion. We propose to use GANs
to learn the essential differences between the source singing
and the original target singing through a discriminative pro-
cess, that was previously formulated in [39] as SINGAN. In this
paper, we further the study of a SINGAN as part of the GAN
solutions to singing voice conversion in a comparative study.

We next explain the technical steps of SINGAN when par-
allel training data are available. We use source and target
singing spectral features as the input for the generative adver-
sarial network. The GAN structure consists of two DNNs [41],
that are iteratively updated by minibatch stochastic gradient
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Figure 2: The training phase of the proposed GAN-based
singing voice conversion framework, when source-target par-
allel singing data are available.

descent. The generator performs the spectral mapping, while
the discriminator acts as a DNN-based anti-spoofing sys-
tem that distinguishes between natural and synthetic singing
voice.

3.1. Training Process

The training phase of SINGAN is given in Figure 2. The train-
ing process involves three steps:

1. To perform WORLD analysis to obtain the spectral and
prosody features,

2. To use dynamic time warping algorithm for temporal
alignment of source and target singing spectral fea-
tures, and

3. To train the generative adversarial network by using
the aligned singing source and target features.

Previous studies [23] suggest that, in intra-gender SVC, such
as male-to-male and female-to-female singer identity con-
versions, it is not always necessary to transform F0 values of
the source singer to those of the target singer, because both
singers often sing on key. Moreover, the conversion of ape-
riodicity usually has only a small impact on the converted
singing voice. Therefore, it suffices to only perform spectral
feature conversion to achieve acceptable singing voice qual-
ity.

3.2. Run-time Conversion Process

At run-time conversion, we perform three steps as follows: 1)
to obtain source singing features using WORLD analysis, 2) to
generate the converted singing spectral features by using the
GAN, that is already trained, and 3) to generate the converted
singing waveform by using WORLD synthesis.

In this paper, as stated by the previous studies, we do
not perform F0 conversion for intra-gender SVC experiments
[23]. However, for inter-gender SVC experiments, we perform
linear F0 conversion that is to normalize the mean and vari-
ance of the source speaker’s F0 to that of target speaker. In all
experiments, we copy the aperiodicity of the source singing
to the target.

3.3. Comparison with Related Work

SINGAN shares similar motivation with [25] regarding the use
of deep learning. However, it differs from [25] in many ways,
for example: 1) SINGAN adopts GAN instead of DBLSTM
[25] for spectral mapping; 2) SINGAN performs one-to-one
singing voice conversion with a small parallel training set,
while [25] studies a many-to-one conversion with a large
amount of non-parallel training data. 3) SINGAN does not
depend on automatic speech recognition (ASR) performance,
while [25] performs mapping in between spectral features
and posteriograms, that are the intermediate results of an ASR
system.
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4. Singing Voice Conversion with
Non-parallel Data

Cycle Consistent Adversarial Networks have shown to be ef-
fective in many applications, such as image manipulation
[42–44], image synthesis [45–47], and speech voice conver-
sion [38, 48]. We note that image-to-image translation and
speech voice conversion are similar in the sense that they
both learn the mapping between source domain and target
domain. CycleGAN can learn from non-parallel training data,
it provides a solution to model the singer translation. To our
best knowledge, CycleGAN has not been studied for singing
voice conversion. We next formulate the CycleGAN solution
to learn the forward and inverse mappings simultaneously
using adversarial and cycle-consistency losses,

CycleGAN model is trained to find an optimal pseudo pair
from the unpaired singing data of two singers. The adversar-
ial loss contributes to reducing over-smoothing of the con-
verted feature sequence. We configure the CycleGAN with
gated CNNs and train it with an identity-mapping loss. This
allows us to preserve the lyrical content of the source singer.
The training phase of the proposed CycleGAN is given in Fig-
ure 3. Hereafter, the source singer is denoted as s, and the
target as t. Our goal is to learn a mapping from source xs ∈ Xs
to target yt ∈ Yt with non-parallel training data. We solve this
problem by optimizing the three loss functions, that we dis-
cuss in the following subsections.

The proposed CycleGAN preserves the lyrical content
while converting the speaker identity through a source-target
mapping. It has the following advantages: 1) no need of any
external processes, such as ASR, and 2) no need for any align-
ment technique which is very challenging for singing data
and has been explored deeply by the community [49, 50].

4.1. Adversarial Loss

In singing voice conversion, our aim is to optimize the distri-
bution of the converted singing features as much as closer to
the distribution of target singer. To achieve this, we use the
following objective function:

Lad v (GXs→Yt ,DYt ) = Eyt∼PDat a(yt )

[
logDYt (yt )

]

+Exs∼PDat a(xs )

[
log

(
1−DYt

(
GXs→Yt (xs )

))]
(1)

The closer the distribution of converted data becomes to
that of target singer, the smaller the loss (Eq. (1)) becomes.
Hence, we can achieve high speaker similarity in singing voice
conversion.

4.2. Cycle-Consistency Loss

The adversarial loss only tells us whether GXs→Yt follows the
target singer’s data distribution and does not help preserve
the source singer’s contextual information. In speech voice
conversion, CycleGAN [38, 48] was designed with two addi-
tional terms, the adversarial loss Lad v (GYt→Xs ,DXs ) for in-
verse mapping GYt→Xs , and the cycle-consistency loss. For
singing voice conversion, we apply the cycle-consistency loss
as follows:

Lc yc
(
GXs→Yt ,GYt→Xs

)

= Exs∼PDat a (xs )
[||GYt→Xs

(
GXs→Yt (xs )

)−xs ||1
]

+Eyt∼PDat a (yt )

[
||GXs→Yt

(
GYt→Xs (yt )

)
− yt ||1

]
(2)
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Figure 3: Training phase of CycleGAN with cycle-consistency
loss with non-parallel training data for singing voice conver-
sion.

These additional terms GXs→Yt and GYt→Xs helps maintain
the contextual information between the source and target
pair (xs , yt ).

4.3. Identity-Mapping Loss

A cycle-consistency loss provides constraints on a structure;
however, it would not suffice to guarantee that the mappings
always preserve lyrical content of the source singer. To explic-
itly preserve the lyrical content, we incorporate an identity-
mapping loss.

Li d
(
GXs→Yt ,GYt→Xs

)

= Exs∼PDat a (xs )
[||GYt→Xs (xs )−xs ||

]

+Eyt∼PDat a (yt )
[||GXs→Yt (yt )− yt ||

]
(3)

The studies on CycleGAN have showed the effectiveness
of this loss for color preservation in image-to-image transla-
tion and linguistic content preservation in mono-lingual [38]
and cross-lingual voice conversion [51]. Hence, we have good
reason to expect that it preserves the lyrical content from the
source speaker in singing voice conversion.

5. Experiments

We perform objective and subjective evaluations on NUS
Sung and Spoken Lyrics Corpus (NUS-48E corpus) [52]. This
corpus consists of audio recordings of the sung and spoken
lyrics of 48 English songs by 12 professional singers. For both
parallel and non-parallel training data settings, we conduct
experiments with 3 and 5 source-target singing pairs. In all
experiments, we use the WORLD vocoder for feature anal-
ysis and synthesis. We first extract 34 Mel-cepstral coeffi-
cients (MCEPs), logarithmic fundamental frequency (log F0),
and aperiodicities (APs) every 5 ms by using the WORLD an-
alyzer. We then normalize the source and target MCEPs to
zero-mean and unit variance by using the statistics of the
training sets. The silent frames are removed from the train-
ing data in order to increase training accuracy. We only per-
form conversion on MCEPs, hence, the objective of our exper-
iments is to analyze the quality of the converted MCEPs.
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Frameworks Gender Training Data MCD

DNN Baseline
m-to-m

Parallel 3-3 5.98
Parallel 5-5 5.73

f-to-m
Parallel 3-3 6.12
Parallel 5-5 5.89

GAN
m-to-m

Parallel 3-3 5.52
Parallel 5-5 5.36

f-to-m
Parallel 3-3 5.74
Parallel 5-5 5.53

CycleGAN
m-to-m

Non-parallel 3-3 5.94
Non-parallel 5-5 5.72

f-to-m
Non-parallel 3-3 6.09
Non-parallel 5-5 5.85

Table 1: A comparison between the proposed GAN, Cycle-
GAN, and the DNN baseline for singing voice conversion, that
are trained on parallel and non-parallel training data.

5.1. Experimental Conditions

5.1.1. DNN-based singing voice conversion

We note that DNN-based approach [41] has been widely used
as a baseline for some GAN-based speech synthesis [30] and
voice conversion frameworks [39]. Therefore, we also choose
to use deep neural network (DNN) approach to singing voice
conversion. Our aim is to find a mapping between source and
target singers by using parallel training data. During training,
we first use a dynamic time warping algorithm to temporally
align source and target singing features. We then train a DNN
by using these aligned source and target singing features, that
is in a similar way to the conventional speech voice conver-
sion. The hidden layers of the DNN have 3∗512 units.

5.1.2. Singing voice conversion with parallel data (GAN)

The proposed GAN structure consists of two DNNs, that are
iteratively updated by minibatch stochastic gradient descent.
In the experiments, we construct DNNs for male-to-male (de-
noted as m-to-m) and female-to-male (denoted as f-to-m)
singing voice conversion. The hidden layers of the generator
and discriminator have 3 ∗ 512 units and 3 ∗ 256 units, re-
spectively. The discriminator, that we use in this paper can be
seen as a DNN-based anti-spoofing system that distinguishes
between natural and synthetic singing voice.

5.1.3. Singing voice conversion with non-parallel data (Cycle-
GAN)

In CycleGAN, we design the generator using a one-
dimensional (1D) CNN [53, 54] to capture the relationship
among the overall features while preserving the temporal
structure. The target of the generator is also the 513-
dimension spectral envelope. We design the discriminator
using a 2D CNN to focus on a 2D spectral texture. As a pre-
process, we normalize the source and target MCEPs per di-
mension. We set λc yc =10 and λi d =5. We train the network
using the Adam optimizer with a batch size of 1. We empir-
ically set the initial learning rates to 0.0002 for the genera-
tor and 0.0001 for the discriminator. Consistent with DNN
and GAN, we construct CycleGAN for male-to-male (denoted
as m-to-m) and female-to-male (denoted as f-to-m) singing
voice conversion. We note that CycleGAN doesn’t require
source-target pair to have the same length. Therefore, time

DNN CycleGAN GAN
(3.29±0.31)% (3.31±0.26)% (3.85±0.27)%

Table 2: Mean Opinion Score (MOS) comparison of DNN, Cy-
cleGAN and GAN for singing voice conversion. DNN and GAN
frameworks are trained on 5-5 parallel source-target song
pairs, while CycleGAN is trained on same amount of non-
parallel data.

alignment is not necessary.

5.2. Objective Evaluation

We adopt the Mel-cepstral distortion (MCD) [23] between the
MCEPs of target singer’s natural singing and the converted
ones. We note that a lower MCD value indicates smaller spec-
tral distortion, hence better conversion performance.

In Table I, we report the MCD values under different train-
ing settings. We would like to compare the following frame-
works: 1) CyleGAN with nonparallel training data, 2) GAN
with parallel training data, and 3) DNN baseline with parallel
training data. Firstly, we observe that GAN outperforms the
DNN-based approach by achieving lower MCD in all cases.
The results suggest that GAN framework generates a singing
spectrum, that is more similar to the original target singer
than the DNN-based framework. We also would like to note
that the proposed GAN can work remarkably well with lim-
ited amount of parallel data. For example, GAN (male-to-
male) with 3 song pairs achieves the MCD value of 5.52, while
baseline DNN (male-to-male) achieves the MCD value of 5.73
even with 5 song pairs.

We further compare CycleGAN for parallel-data-free SVC
with GAN and the baseline DNN. Table 1 shows that Cycle-
GAN is as competitive as the DNN baseline, as well as GAN.
We would like to note that CycleGAN is trained under a more
competitive scenario, where parallel data are not available.
For example, CycleGAN (female-to-male) with 3 song pairs
achieves the MCD value of 6.09, while baseline DNN (female-
to-male) achieves the MCD value of 6.12 and GAN achieves
5.74. The results also suggest that the proposed CycleGAN
framework eliminates the reliance on parallel training data or
any alignment technique, hence achieves high quality singing
voice.

5.3. Subjective Evaluation

We further conduct three listening experiments to assess the
performance of generative adversarial networks for singing
voice conversion in terms of voice quality and speaker sim-
ilarity. 15 subjects participate in the listening tests and each
subject listens to 50 converted singing voices.

We first evaluate the sound quality of the converted voices
with mean opinion score (MOS) between DNN, GAN and Cy-
cleGAN for singing voice conversion, that is reported in Table
2. The listeners rate the quality of the converted voice using
a 5-point scale: “5” for excellent, “4” for good, “3” for fair, “2”
for poor, and “1” for bad. We note that DNN and GAN are
trained with 5 parallel songs, while CycleGAN is trained with 5
nonparallel songs. It is observed that GAN outperforms both
DNN and CycleGAN counterparts. It is worth mentioning that
CycleGAN with non-parallel data achieves better results than
DNN with parallel-data, that we believe remarkable.

We conduct preference test, that is reported in Figure 4,
to compare CycleGAN and GAN for SVC, in terms of speaker
similarity. We note that this is not a fair comparison as Cyle-
GAN is trained with nonparallel data. It is observed that GAN
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Figure 4: The preference test for speaker similarity between
the proposed CycleGAN and GAN for singing voice conver-
sion. CycleGAN is trained with 5-5 non-parallel song pairs
while GAN is trained with 5-5 parallel song pairs.
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Figure 5: The preference test for speaker similarity between
the proposed CycleGAN and GAN for singing voice conver-
sion. CycleGAN is trained with 5-5 non-parallel song pairs
while GAN is trained with 3-3 parallel song pairs.

outperforms CycleGAN when they are both trained with the
same amount of data, that is 5 songs from source and target.

We further conduct another speaker similarity preference
test, that is reported in Figure 5, to compare CycleGAN and
GAN with different amounts of training data. To show the
capability of CycleGAN, we use 5 nonparallel song pairs for
CycleGAN training, while we only use 3 parallel song pairs
for GAN training. We show that CycleGAN with nonparallel
singing data achieves comparable results to GAN with par-
allel singing data, as it is chosen as the better sample for
(48.1±1.3) percent of the time. This experiment suggests that
CycleGAN trained on non-parallel data can achieve similar
voice conversion quality as GAN trained on parallel data.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel solution based on Gener-
ative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to singing voice conver-
sion with and without parallel training data. By using GANs,
we minimize the differences of the distributions between the
original target singing spectrum and the converted singing
spectrum. The proposed GAN framework achieves high qual-
ity converted singing voice with parallel training data. By
using CycleGANs, we estimate an optimal pseudo pair be-
tween source and target singers, even from nonparallel train-
ing data. Furthermore, we also show that the proposed GAN
frameworks perform better with less training data than other
deep neural networks. With or without parallel training data
available, generative adversarial networks outperform DNN
baseline by achieving high-quality synthesized singing voice.

We have also tried applying generative adversarial net-
works for many-to-many singing voice conversion and have
obtained some good preliminary results. More investigation
will be conducted in the future.
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